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The NS0-320 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The NS0-320 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The NS0-320 exam is very challenging, but with our NS0-320 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the NS0-320 exam on your FIRST TRY!
NetworkAppliance NS0-320 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for NS0-320 exam
- Try a demo before buying any NetworkAppliance exam
- NS0-320 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified NS0-320 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- NS0-320 tested and verified before publishing
- NS0-320 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- NS0-320 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options

Acquiring NetworkAppliance certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like NS0-320 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This NS0-320 test is an important part of NetworkAppliance certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The NS0-320 exam is essential and core part of NetworkAppliance certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real NS0-320 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your NetworkAppliance NS0-320 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your NS0-320
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Question: 1
What is the limit of a Stretch MetroCluster?
A - 300m with 2G disk shelves
B - 600m with 1G disk shelves
C - 30Km
D - 100Km
Answer: A
Question: 2
To set a maximum transfer rate for all transfers leaving a source (primary) system, you need to
see:
A - options replication.throttle.enable on
B - options replication.throttle.enable on and options replication.throttle.outgoing.max_<kbs
value>
C - options replication.throttle.enable off and options replicationthrottle incoming .max_<kbs
value>
D - snapmirror off; options replication .throttle.outgoing.max <kbs value>; options snapmirror on
Answer: B
Question: 3
Which one of the following steps is incorrect for the Semi-Synchronous Snapmirror data flow?

A - Writes come in and are written to the source filer’s NVRAM.
B - Write is acknowledged after waiting on the outstanding interval time to expire - depending on
the outstanding interval this will be limited how out of sync the two sites are.
C - NVlog blocks are transferred to the destination filer’s NVRAM.
D - The destination filer responds with an ACK.
Answer: B
Question: 4
What is an RPO in the context of disaster recovery?
A - Recovery Point Objective
B - Risk Profile Objective
C - Retrieval Point Outsourced
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D - Runs Per Over
Answer: A
Question: 5
A customer wants to dynamically adjust the SnapMirror transfer rate. They issue a snapmirror
throttle command on the source system. What happens?
A - Nothing. The snapmirror throttle command needs to be issued on the destination storage
system
B - The changed transfer rate will only apply to the current transfer. The next scheduled transfer
will use the maximum transfer rate that is specified in the /etc/snapmirror.conf file
C - The changed transfer rate will apply to all future transfers until you change it back using
another snapmirror throttle command
D - The current transfer immediately applies the new value
Answer: B
Question: 6
You have been asked to setup a SnapMirror transfer from an existing volume at the primary site
to a secondary system 320Km (200Miles) away. The volume currently has 7Th data, but it has
very low change and growth rates, so the available link between the sites of 1Mbit/sec is
considered acceptable for the updates. Which one of these methods is not suitable to achieve the
initial (baseline) transfer:
A - Transfer the data across the link, but ensure that transfers only take place during out of office
hours
B - Use SnapMirror to transfer the data to a volume on other disk shelves in the primary filer, and
then move the disk shelves to the secondary site by road
C - Use SnapMirror to transfer the data to a volume on disk shelves in another filer at the primary
site, and then move the disk shelves to the secondary site by road
D - Create tapes using SnapMirror and ship these to the remote destination by FedEx. The data
can then be read back onto the secondary system
Answer: A
Question: 7
When deciding if Synchronous mirroring is possible between two sites, which of these metrics
would you use to get the most accurate value?
A - Measure the distance between the sites on a map
B - Measure the length of cable/fibre connecting the two sites
C - Measure the transfer rate of asynchronous SnapMirror between the sites
D - Measure the round trip time for packets sent between the sites
Answer: D
Question: 8
A customer has a 128Kb link out to a remote office. They would like to speed the baseline
transfer for their volume SnapMirror. Which one of the following approach is the best one?
A - LREP to a portable device (e.g. tape)
B - Increase the TCP window size
C - Increase the number of drives in the root volume
D - SnapMirror to tape
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